Fig. 4a  Stein 36, detail. The six generals in the right.

Fig. 4b  Stein 36, detail. The six generals in the left.
Fig. 4c Stein 36, detail.

Fig. 4d Stein 36, detail.
Fig. 5  The silk painting in the National Museum in New Delhi.
Fig. 6  P. 2868v manuscript

Fig. 7  Cave 468, the north wall, detail.
The ritual scene.
Fig. 8 Nich 96 in Qianfozhai, Anyue, Sichuan

Fig. 9 Cave 154, north wall.
Fig. 9a  Cave 154, north wall, detail. Medicine Pure Land
Fig. 10  Cave 112, north wall, Medicine Pure Land
Fig. 10a  Cave 112, north wall, detail. The Twelve Generals.

Fig. 11  Cave 231, the north wall. Medicine Pure Land
Fig. 11a  Cave 231, the north wall, detail. The twelve generals.

Fig. 11b  Cave 231, the north wall, detail. The spiritual banners.
Fig. 12  Cave 156, the north wall.

Fig. 12a  Cave 156, the north wall, detail. The twelve generals
Fig. 13  Cave 196, the north wall

Fig. 13a  Cave 196, the north wall, detail. The twelve generals